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and transfer of technology
� Capacity building
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Technology: Issues and their 
placement in the text (1)
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Technology: Issues and their 
placement in the text (2)
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Technology: Structural proposals

� Four structural proposals were received on section IV.B.
� Three proposals seek more detailed structure for section 

IV.B.2 cooperation on technology research, development, 
diffusion and transfer for technologies for mitigation and 
adaptation.

� One proposal seeks to divide section IV.B.2 into two 
subsections entitled national actions and cooperative 
actions

� There are also other proposals to move and combine 
paragraphs which have impacts on structure, including: 
� consolidation of para. 174, 175 and 196; 
� absorption of para. 185 into subsection of technology action plan.



Capacity-building: Issues and their 
placement in the text
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Capacity-building: Structural proposals

� Move text on financial resources to the finance section
� Create sub-sections on capacity-building in all chapters of 

the draft negotiating text instead of a separate section on 
capacity-building 


